SMARTER SECURITY
CLIMATE CHANGE PROTESTS
A G4S BRIEFING

Key points / summary
■

■

■

■

■

Post lockdown, a new wave of climate activism, during which
motorways have been blocked and politicians confronted
by young people, is attempting to put pressure on the UK
government before the UN Cop26 climate conference in
Glasgow later this year.
Increasingly, XR and other organised campaign groups such
as Greenpeace are highly likely to take action against specific
companies they identify as acting too slowly on climate change,
with the aim of highlighting the activities of these companies
and damaging executives’ and investors’ reputations without
alienating their support base through widespread disruption.
While XR does exist as a distinct organisational entity that
performs administrative functions and organises protest actions,
it is better understood as a brand under which loosely organised
groups or individual environmentalists organise and carry out
actions.
Increasingly, the XR brand is becoming infused with anti-capitalist
ideologies, at the same time as improved communication
technologies continue to reduce the distance between activists
in one part of the world and environmental issues in another. As
such, the profile of companies targeted by environmentalists has
expanded to now explicitly include overtly capitalist enterprises,
while their geographic area of concern is no longer limited to
the local or regional level.
Radical or breakaway elements of XR could turn to vandalism,
property damage and other tactics renounced by the group’s
core membership, particularly if frustration and alarm over the
perceived extent of the climate emergency at hand continue to
build amid limited governmental and social efforts to redress the
issue. However, an escalation to direct acts of violence remains
highly unlikely, given the underlying influence that pacifism
continues to exert on the environmentalist movement as a
whole.
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Background
Founding, Purpose & Structure
Extinction Rebellion (XR) was established in 2018 by British academics and
has since become one of the fastest-growing international environmental
movements. The group espouses non-violent direct action and is calling on
governments to:
1.

“Tell the Truth” and declare a climate and ecological emergency;

2.

“Act Now” to halt biodiversity loss and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions to net-zero by 2025, and;

3.

Go “Beyond Politics” by establishing Citizens’ Assemblies to
form policies around climate/ecological justice and which would
supplant existing governance structures.

XR does not align with a specific political party and aims to appeal to as
much of the population as possible, though young adults constitute a nearmajority of its support base, with opinion polling from 2019 showing 47
percent of 18-24-year-olds in the UK ‘strongly’ or ‘somewhat’ supporting
the group.
The group operates on a model of decentralised mass participation,
organised into small local groups but connected as part of a wider ‘Self
Organising System’. It is a volunteer-based organisation (though 3 percent
of XR volunteers receive living expenses in exchange for providing
administrative support) and has stated that it is majority funded through
crowdfunding, in addition to receiving money from NGOs, foundations and
some private donations.
The group considers itself radically anti-establishment, with both the existing
political and economic structures, as well as traditional means and groups
associated with environmental activism, perceived to be inadequately
equipped to address climate change. On 17 October 2018, XR activists
staged a sit-in at the London headquarters of Greenpeace.
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April 2019 London blockades
XR gained international recognition in mid-April 2019 by staging a highlycoordinated, week-long campaign of disruptive protests and civil disobedience
in central London. Their strategy involved deploying groups of protestors to
key central London thoroughfares with the aim of causing severe disruption for
thousands of commuters, tourists, workers and businesses, thus focusing the
attention of both citizenry and government on what the group regard to be a
‘climate emergency.’
■

■

■

■

■

■

■

XR’s primary challenge was to sustain the blockades in the face
of the advancing police formations tasked to end the disruption.
Each blockade, however, was protected by an outer ring of socalled ‘arrestables’ – a cohort of some 2,000 XR members who
signed up to the protests willing to be arrested.
Most of these protesters were also prepared to sit in the path of
police to obstruct their attempts to make arrests, while others
locked and glued themselves together for the same purpose.
When police did make arrests, the protesters they removed
were quickly replaced by other ‘arrestables’, often more than
were initially taken away.
On the second day of the blockades, police began arresting
activists on Waterloo Bridge but stopped a few hours later after
running out of both the holding cells and manpower needed to
detain and process the volume of protesters.
Despite enlisting additional officers from neighbouring counties,
an average of four police officers were still needed to remove
just one XR protester, while at least one other officer would also
needed to go with a detainee to a police station for processing.
By employing tactics that operationally stretched the
Metropolitan Police, XR achieved its objective of bringing parts
of central London to a standstill for several days, commanding
the attention of both the UK and global media throughout.
The protests resulted in over a thousand arrests and an
estimated GBP 67 million in lost shop takings and extra policing,
alongside thousands of GPD in property damage.
The success of the April 2019 blockades helped spur XR’s
expansion beyond the UK, where it was founded, and the
handful of branches it had initially set-up in Western Europe and
North America: following the blockades, the group went on to
establish more than 480 branches in 54 countries.
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October 2019:
failed campaign & changing tactics
Between 7 and 19 October 2019, XR staged another round of street protests
aimed at bringing severe disruption to the streets of London, with organisers
hoping to surpass the April blockades in terms of participation rates and public
support. This time, however, XR received stern criticisms from media outlets,
members of the public and politicians for the disruption, diversion of police
resources and impact on local businesses.
■

■

■

■

Police officers – thousands of whom were diverted from regular
duties – made 1,832 arrests during the two-week campaign.
A total of 154 activists were charged, including several in
relation to an incident at Canning Town train station, which saw
commuters drag two protesters from the roof of a Tube train
as tensions boiled over between XR protesters and members of
the public affected by the disruption.
The discrepancy between the public receptiveness of the two
campaigns can, in part, be explained by a change in strategy.
Whereas the April blockades followed a loosely centralised
approach, with the ‘arrestables’ being deployed to the various
sites as decided by central organisers, the October 2019
campaign saw each of the targeted locations run separately by
different sub-groups.
By moving towards a franchise model – with small affiliates of
the main brand following a loose set of rules while planning
and carrying out their own protests – the capacity for the core
leadership to maintain discipline and order was significantly
reduced.
Throughout 2019, XR’s actions caused more than GBP 100
million in economic damage to the UK and consumed thousands
of policing hours, among other public resources. However,
whereas the April campaign garnered positive international
headlines, the October blockades broadly failed to achieve the
organisers’ goals and demonstrated the bluntness of the group’s
signature tactic: mass disruption. Moreover, the scuffles between
protesters and commuters showed the challenge of maintaining
discipline using a decentralised organisational model. XR’s
October actions ultimately dented the group’s public image and
risked undermining popular support.
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2020: A change of focus
In February, XR released a new strategy document that appeared to move away
from occupying and holding sites for days on end, instead emphasising targeted civil
disobedience in cities around the country. Plans were announced for a rolling rebellion
that would take place in London in May, “targeting the underlying causes of the climate
and ecological emergency – government, media and finance”.
Just a few weeks later, as the coronavirus pandemic began sweeping across the UK,
the prospect of mass demonstrations receded and XR’s plans had to be put on
hold. The group’s finances had been in a parlous state since October, and they had
been hoping for an influx of donations during the May demonstrations. When they
were cancelled, XR was forced to scale back its headquarters in London and stop
all living allowance payments that had previously supported volunteers in need.

September 2020: Autumn Rebellion
■

■

■

■

■

In July, XR announced plans for its next rebellion, from 1 September, when
activists planned to peacefully disrupt parliament until the government
agreed to debate the group’s three demands. In its statement, XR identified
“an intersection of global crises” including climate breakdown, Covid-19, racial
injustice and economic inequality as “symptoms of a toxic economic system
propped up by corrupt politicians that is driving us to extinction”. Below is a
timeline of the events of September:On 1 September 2020, Extinction Rebellion began 10 days of action
called Autumn Rebellion, with activities in Cardiff, Manchester and Leeds.
Protesters successfully blocked Parliament Square on the first day and
demanded that Parliament support the Climate and Ecological Emergency
Bill, a private member’s bill.
On 2 September, activists in Cardiff held a socially distanced beach party
outside the Welsh Parliament, to highlight the impact of rising sea levels.
Others glued themselves to the BBC Wales building.
On 5 September 2020, XR blocked access to several printing presses
owned by Rupert Murdoch’s News Corp, disrupting the distribution of
the company’s newspapers The Sun, The Times and The Daily Telegraph.
Distribution of The Daily Mail and London Evening Standard, which are
printed by News Corp, was also affected. In a statement, XR said the action
was designed to disrupt and expose what it called a failure to adequately
report on the climate emergency: “Our free press, society and democracy
is under attack – from a failing government that lies to us consistently …
Our leaders have allowed the majority of our media to be amassed in the
hands of five people with powerful vested interests and deep connections
to fossil fuel industries. We need a free press but we do not have it.” 72
arrests were made. In a statement on Twitter, Home Secretary Priti Patel
called the actions “an attack on our free press, society and democracy”.
After government officials considered reclassifying XR as an organised crime
group, a number of public figures such as Stephen Fry and Mark Rylance
criticised the government’s move in an open letter, describing XR as “a group
of people who hold the government to account”.
Also on 5 September, Police seized the “Lightship Greta”, a mock lightvessel
bearing the slogan “sound the alarm, climate emergency”, in Kennington,
South London. It had been pushed for six days from Brighton and was
headed to Stratford, East London.

The Metropolitan Police confirmed that they had made over 600 arrests over the
period.
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August 2021: The Impossible Rebellion
A two-week series of protests based in London began on 23 August 2021,
under the name “Impossible Rebellion”. Demonstrations focused on banks’
continued investment in fossil fuels, new road infrastructure such as HS2,
the deforestation of the Amazon rainforest, treatment of animals on Crown
Estate land and the fashion and fast food industry. Some days of protest have
been themed around highlighting women and indigenous voices. The protests
specifically aim to halt new investment in fossil fuels by the UK government, in
addition to Extinction Rebellion’s other goals.
In one series of protests, Extinction Rebellion protesters poured red paint
over the entrances of City institutions as they marched through London’s
financial district in a protest against the ‘“blood money” on which they say
the UK economy is built. In what appeared to be the biggest mobilisation
so far this week by the environmental protest group, several thousand
demonstrators took a tour of the City, stopping off at the banks and law
firms they saw as most culpable in the climate crisis.
The group’s strategy has been different in 2021. Whereas in previous
rebellions, activists had sought to take and hold key sites in the capital, this
time they staged pop-up occupations, targeting high-footfall sites in the
hope of engaging as many people as possible in “crisis talks” about the state
of the environment, and what to do about it.
XR specifically targeted the City and financial institutions that are funding
fossil fuels, and to drive home its key demand: stop all financing of fossil fuels
projects immediately. The Metropolitan police’s tactics also changed. Initially,
police tried to block access to protests, but it soon became clear officers
were causing more of a disruption than they were preventing. Instead, they
moved to attempting to cordon off and isolate XR’s protest structures, and
the activists locked on to them.
Lock-ons have been at the core of XR’s strategy since it began, but lockedon activists need support from other activists, to bring them food and drink,
shelter them from the elements, keep them company, and sometimes to
surreptitiously swap places.
Key activities in the late August protests included:
■

■

■

■

■

■

Friday August 27
12pm – Bank of England: “Blood money march” hosted by
Decolonise the Economy
Saturday August 28
12.30pm – Smithfield Market: An animal rights march led by
Animal Rebellion 12pm – Brixton Market: ‘Crisis’ rally
Sunday August 29
11.30am – Ducketts Common, Haringey: ‘Carnival for Climate
Justice’ hosted by Extinction Rebellion Haringey
Sunday 29 to Monday August 30
West London - Imagine the impossible rally
Monday August 30 to Friday August
Occupations and protests at various locations across the city
“building pressure across the week to a finale”.
Saturday September 4
Nature Rebellion March and after party.
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Analysis
In 2020, XR released a strategy document that appeared to move
away from occupying and holding sites for days on end, instead looking
to enact civil disobedience as a means to raise awareness. In addition
to indiscriminately causing inconvenience to the general public to raise
awareness about climate change, XR and its members are increasingly
focussed on inflicting reputational damage on and/or disrupting the
operations of specific industries or companies identified as notable
contributors to climate change.
A timetable of activities is included below.
■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

12th September 2021, Activists stage M25 blockade, causing travel
chaos
2nd September 2021, XR protestors block roads outside the
Bank of England
2nd September 2021, Two activists scaled the insurance company
Marsh’s offices, in opposition to their insurance of HS2
subcontractors
1st September 2021, eight women activists broke panes of glass
at JPMorgan Chase
31st August 2021, Arla was disrupted by Animal Rebellion
activists who erected wooden structures blocking the entrance
and exit of the building.
27th August 2021 Bank of England: “Blood money march” hosted
by Decolonise the Economy
27th August 2021 activists target Standard Chartered bank and
poured blood-red paint across its glass facade
24th August 2021, Activists glue themselves to Leicester Square
Mcdonalds
5 September 2020, XR blocked access to several printing presses
owned by News Corp, disrupting the distribution of the
company’s newspapers
2 September 2020, XR protestors glued themselves to the BBC
Wales building.
15 November 2019 UK: Climate activists target BlackRock, the
world’s largest asset manager, by depositing ashes at its London
office and unfurled a banner with the slogan “Stop financing
deforestation”.
12 October 2019, UK: XR protesters demonstrate near the Shell
Office headquarters.
17 February UK: Extinction Rebellion Cambridge protesters
deposit dirt and grass from Trinity College lawn inside a Barclays
bank for it ‘investing GBP 9m in oil and gas companies, the most
of any of the 45 Oxbridge colleges.’
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■

■

■

■

16 January, UK: Police arrest seven XR activists for boarding the
Shell-contracted Valaris 122 gas rig in Dundee Harbour in an
attempt to prevent it from going to sea.
5 February, UK: Protesters deliver 500 solar panels to the
headquarters of BP and blockade the building by chaining
themselves to dirty oil barrels outside entrances; BP temporarily
shut down its office due to the protests.
14 February, Germany: Members of XR Deutschland occupy the
headquarters of power plant operator Uniper in Düsseldorf.
14 January, UK: XR protesters chain themselves together outside
Baillie Gifford office in Edinburgh, UK, in an 11-hour protest
over company investing Scottish parliamentarian pension funds in
Shell.

On several occasions, Greenpeace and other likeminded environmentalists
have also coalesced around XR and jointly carried-out loosely coordinated
campaigns with members of the group – such as the repeated actions taken
against the newly-installed BP CEO Bernard Looney.
During Looney’s first day in the role on 5 February, Greenpeace and XR
activists temporarily blocked all six office doors of BP’s central London
headquarters. British police arrested nine people after the incident. In
a letter published in the Financial Times the same day, Greenpeace UK
Executive Director John Sauven urged Looney to “immediately end
investments in new oil and gas exploration, and set out a plan to transition
BP to renewable energy by the end of the decade.” Looney was also
targeted on 27 February at the International Petroleum Week in central
London.
While energy majors like BP and other multinationals are increasingly
attempting to offset climate change-related risks to their brands through
green initiatives and attempts to limit carbon emissions, the efficacy of
such a mitigation strategy is unclear. In some cases, such corporate green
initiatives are lambasted by environmentalists as ‘greenwashing’ – a form
of corporate marketing spin to persuade the public that an organisation’s
products, aims and policies are environmentally friendly. In response to BP’s
newly installed CEO announcing in February that the company intends to
eliminate or offset all carbon emissions from its operations and the oil and
gas it sells to customers by 2050, Greenpeace issued a statement criticising
the pledge, suggesting that BP should stop drilling new oil and gas wells and
reduce production from existing reserves, while providing a list of oil and
gas sites currently operated by BP.
Suppliers or other entities seen by activists as affiliated with companies
contributing to climate change also present attractive potential protest
targets for environmentalists. Although companies targeted by XR are highly
unlikely to be selected gratuitously, the threshold for what constitutes ‘guilt
by association’ is low. The Royal Shakespeare Company was targeted by
activists throughout 2019 and subsequently withdrew from a sponsorship
deal with BP, citing the alienation of young theatregoers. XR activists also
staged a ‘die-in’ at the Royal Opera House in July 2019 to protest against
BP’s sponsorship of the theatre, with its members simulating being dead
outside the theatre to disrupt the arrival of audiences for the evening
performance of Carmen. Amid the actions taken against BP’s new CEO in
February 2020, activists from the ‘BP Or Not BP?’ environmental justice
group occupied the Great Court inside the British Museum from 8-9
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February in what organisers claim was the largest protest event involving
the iconic London museum in its 260-year history. During the 50-hour
occupation, Kurdish activists delivered speeches denouncing BP for
“benefiting from a relationship with a repressive [Turkish] regime that is
silencing protest and thus making it easier for BP to build its destructive and
polluting projects.”
Relevance: As well as reputational damage, oil and gas firms, airlines,
carmakers, meat producers, utilities and other companies with significant
exposure to or involvement in carbon-intensive industries could face
severe chain disruptions, among other risks, if they become the object
of a concerted environmentalist protest campaign in 2020. An increasing
challenge that this creates for security managers of companies targeted by
protesting environmentalists is that mitigation strategies to deter or prevent
direct actions, such as hardening facilities with additional security provisions,
can have the effect of displacing the threat, such that activists instead begin
to protest outside less-secure facilities of suppliers or partners of the initially
targeted company.
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Environmentalism-anti-capitalism nexus
Running alongside this trend of increasingly targeted XR activism,
environmentalism as a whole has become further entwined with anticapitalist ideologies and rejections of modern consumerism – both are seen
as incompatible with the radical restructuring of human economic activity
and political organisation needed to avert a ‘climate catastrophe’.
In Australia, from 23 March to 28 March 2021 - a week of mass disruption
(autumn rebellion) was held in Melbourne, Victoria with smaller numbers
compared to their earlier actions.
Other targeted campaigns in Australia include the Don’t NAB Our Future
campaign, which is targeting the National Australia Bank over its financial
support for fossil fuel projects and has involved the targeting of several
NAB branches throughout Australia with chalking as well as occupations,
and the Duty of Care campaign targeting the federal government for it
appealing a Federal Court ruling stating that the government has a duty
of care to protect future generations from climate harm. Actions have
included targeting federal government departments as well as Members
of Parliament in Canberra during sitting weeks through acts of civil
disobedience. An action also took place at the electorate office of Federal
Treasurer Josh Frydenberg in Melbourne. Two Extinction Rebellion activists
climbed onto the roof while several others glued themselves to the front
entrance.
On 24 January 2020, 25 Extinction Rebellion activists chained themselves
to handrails in the Kastrup airport in Denmark, in protest against plans
for its future expansion. They played fake announcements for more than
half an hour in the arrivals area of the airport announcing that the airport
expansion needs to be cancelled immediately to reach climate neutrality by
2025
On 31 January 2020 in London, approximately 30 XR members protested
outside the offices of McKinsey & Company to demand that the company,
which it describes as the “high priests of capitalism”, use its “influence over
governments and business to effect drastic reduction of global carbon
emissions and prevent the worst effects of climate breakdown.”
In October 2019, XR protesters barricaded themselves inside the Italie 2
shopping centre in central Paris to occupy a “symbol of capitalism”, while in
the US, environmentalists gathered near the Charging Bull statue on Wall
Street carrying flags displaying anti-capitalist slogans and staging ‘die-ins’
outside the New York Stock Exchange at Exchange Street and Broad Place;
police arrested at least 26 protesters.
Relevance: The challenge associated with the increasing infusion of
environmental activism with anti-capitalist ideologies is that it fundamentally
alters the company profile of what such activists consider to be lucrative
targets. Any entity perceived by environmentalists as overtly capitalistic
or contributing to a culture of consumerism that will be at risk of targeted
protest actions as this trend continues. This was the case in January when
XR activists targeted UK investment company Hargreaves Lansdown,
calling on them to lobby the government to commit ‘zero carbon’ transition
by 2030. No affiliations with specific fossil fuel companies were cited as
motivation for the action against the firm, which does offer access to
environmental, social and governance (ESG) funds such as Jupiter Ecology,
Hermes Global Equity ESG, and the Schroder Global Climate Change fund,
as well as many other funds with a form of ‘sustainability’ in their remit. XR
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protesters and other environmentalists have also joined activists from the
Gilet Jaunes movement to target Amazon offices and warehouses in France.
XR’s highest-profile mass-participation events have been staged in the
UK and other developed industrial societies, such as the US or Australia,
demonstrating the socio-economic roots of the movement lies in part in the
generational access to information, which brings international crises and calls
for tolerance and integration to the forefront of societal norms. This has
led to a rejection and criticism of past generations’ actions and principles,
including a rejection of mass consumerism, environmental degradation,
or colonialist and interventionist history. For much of this movement,
climate change likely represents the most tangible, long-term outcome of
previous generations’ legacy; and the most likely challenge to affect future
generations.
That the XR movement takes roots in rapid social change and scopes
wide-ranging socio-economic issues means the group will retain high levels
of both passive and active supporters. This means the group will likely
adapt its tactics in response to retain legitimacy among its support base,
hence reducing the likelihood of the group turning to extremist ideologies
or violence. In this way, it is important to note that although increasing
adherence to hard-left, anti-capitalist precepts among XR and its members
have led to characterisations that the group is ‘extremist’, the suggestion of
any consequent propensity to collective and orchestrated violence is largely
without evidence.
The environmentalism-anti-capitalism nexus of such movements also
provides scope for groups such as XR to expand geographically, with
upcoming XR events organised in Delhi, Sao Paulo, Tokyo, or Cape Town.
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Globalisation of environmental activism
Environmentalists are increasingly emphasising the global scope and impact
of climate change, expanding their operations accordingly with protests
emerging in countries geographically removed from the issues denounced.
In recent months, bushfires in Brazil triggered protests outside embassies in
London, while a contract signed to supply machinery to an Indian company
developing a coal mine in Australia prompted actions outside the offices of a
German company.
■

■

■

■

Following a BBC investigation in July 2019 that suggested a gas
deal that BP signed in Senegal would deprive the country of
income, protesters gathered outside Chatham House in London
where the BP CEO was delivering a keynote speech; that
December, activists in London staged a protest to denounce
Global Coal Management (GCM) company’s policies and
operation practices in Bangladesh.
In August 2019, police arrested four XR activists after they
daubed the Brazilian Embassy in London with red paint in a
protest over the rights of indigenous people, while this January,
environmental activists staged an anti-Cargill protest in London
in response to the company releasing a soy action plan that
permits suppliers to continue deforestation and has actively
lobbied against forest conservation programmes in Brazil.
In January, XR members picketed outside the Berlin offices of
Siemens, Europe’s largest industrial manufacturer, in response to
the company winning a contract to provide infrastructure for a
controversial coal project in Australia.
In another protest action taken in Europe but spurred by
developments in Australia, climate activists protested outside
the Australian High Commission in London on 10 January to
demand improved measures to deal with the extensive bushfires
impacting the country.

Relevance: While established environmentalist groups such as Greenpeace
have developed extensive transnational presences, improved communication
technologies and more sophisticated social platforms will increasingly enable
smaller bands of activists, operating under collectivists banners such as XR’s,
to carry out targeted actions locally for perceived malpractices abroad. The
globalisation of environmentalist campaigning will continue over the long
term. With this, organisations with multinational equities will increasingly
need to assess their exposure to activist threats not just at the local,
operational level, but also from an international or strategic perspective that
accounts for changing tactics and areas/companies of concern among well
organised established campaign groups.
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Mass disruption by other means?
While XR as an organisation has become more focussed and disciplined
in its activities, it is likely that some climate activists – XR or otherwise –
remain intent on targeting specific companies or industries for the explicit
purpose of disrupting both their operations and public life. The use of
drones to severely disrupt operations at civil airports represents a distinct
way that a targeted direct action might have a widespread impact.
Although likely not carried out by environmentalists, the Gatwick drone
incident between 19 and 21 December 2018 affected approximately
140,000 passengers and 1,000 flights at the UK’s second-busiest airport.
It was significant in that it demonstrated the severe level of disruption that
such a widely available device could cause at a major European airport – by
user/s who still remain anonymous and wanted by the authorities.
While groups such as XR have disavowed using drones to ground
commercial aviation, saying that the resulting disruption and impact on family
holidaymakers would risk alienating the general public, other groups, such
as ‘Heathrow Pause’, have not. Heathrow Pause is a splinter group that
emerged out of XR in June 2019 after the latter withdrew plans to disrupt
air traffic at London’s Heathrow airport (LHR) using drones over concerns
regarding the potential unpopularity of such a direct action among the
general public. Police warnings to the group that its members would risk life
imprisonment by following through with the threatened actions were also
highly likely a critical factor in the cancellation of the plan, which was aimed
at compelling the government into taking action on climate change and to
cancel a planned runway extension at LHR.
Given the potential for disruption demonstrated by the Gatwick incident
– the most prolonged operational interruption experienced at the
airport since ash from an Icelandic volcano forced it closed in 2010 –
environmentalists will probably attempt to emulate the incident over the
next 12 months, using drones to ground commercial flights at a major
airport. Considering the potential legal consequence of using hobby drones
in such a way, the perpetrators would be unlikely to disclose more than
their environmentalist motivations.
Reports indicating that such attempts were unsuccessfully made at Brisbane
Airport (BNE), it has also been reported that Berlin’s Tegel Airport (TXL)
was temporarily closed to all flight traffic on 7 October 2019 following
sightings of a drone in the area.
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Leaderless?
The absence of a clear movement leader has contributed to emerging
factions posing a challenge to the cohesiveness, and thus the impact of the
movement. Divisions within XR began to emerge at the end of the April
2019 protests, with more radical elements pushing to continue with the
blockades indefinitely. These activists, however, eventually lost out to a
majority of XR members who argued that sustaining the disruption would
risk alienating the citizens from their cause.
Further divisions emerged within the group over plans to shut down
Heathrow Airport with drones over the course of two weeks in July 2019.
Although a small group of radical XR activists backed this plan, many of
the group’s members were fiercely opposed, arguing that it posed a risk to
human life and was not consistent with the group’s non-violent principles.
The plan alienated many new XR members, who reportedly threatened to
leave the group if the proposed drone action went ahead.
Longer-term, it is plausible that existing fissures in the group will continue
to widen. A sizeable and mainstream/moderate contingent of the group,
comprised of environmentalists wary of alienating the broader citizenry
from their cause by deliberating causing inconvenience to their lives will likely
retain the broadest support. This will likely be met with a refinement of
XR tactics, with blockades and targeted actions increasingly directed against
specific companies and industries – those identified as contributing the most
to climate change – rather than against the general public.
Hardline elements of XR willing to disrupt daily life with limited restraint
– such as the Heathrow Pause splinter group – could become gradually
enmeshed with existing radical environmentalist groups. Perhaps motivated
by the successes of XR, members of established groups such as Greenpeace
have increased the frequency and impact of their own actions over the
past twelve months, including by halting all sea traffic in the Houston Ship
Channel and, in the UK, interfering with multiple oil rigs operating in the
North Sea.
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Assessment & Outlook
Despite the successes of XR, the global scope of its activities and frequent
media attention, the group has so far largely failed to achieve tangible
outcomes in terms of addressing climate change, save for several declaratory
commitments made by predominantly Western governments and legislative
chambers.
■

■

■

■

■

■

XR’s actions have caused more than GBP 100 million in
economic damage to the UK and consumed thousands of
policing hours, among other public resources. However, despite
fractures in the group and weakened public support, the
group will continue to grow as a global network and carry out
campaigns that impact businesses for at the least the medium
term.
XR and other organised campaign groups such as Greenpeace
are highly likely to increasingly take actions against specific
companies they identify as acting too slowly on climate change,
with the aim to highlight the activities these companies and
damage executives and investors’ reputations.
Mass-demonstrations will, however, continue. Although targeted
actions are likely to increasingly define how XR attempts to
generate awareness and affect change, the mass-street protests
that initially brought the group to global prominence – and
which helped spur other climate initiatives, such as the Friday
School’s Strike – will also continue. However, the purpose of
such mass-participation events is likely to be more symbolic
– representing the whole-of-society impact of climate change –
rather than to deliberately cause disruption.
Radical or breakaway elements of XR could turn to vandalism,
property damage and other tactics renounced by the group’s
core membership, particularly if frustration and alarm over the
perceived extent of the climate emergency at hand continues to
build amid limited governmental and social efforts to redress the
issue. However, an escalation to direct acts of violence would
remain highly unlikely, given the continued underlying influence of
pacifism on the environmentalist movement as a whole.
Ultimately, while XR does exist as a distinct organisational entity
that performs administrative functions and organises protest
actions, it is better understood as a brand under which loosely
organised groups or individual environmentalists organise and
carry out actions. Increasingly, that brand is becoming infused
with anti-capitalist ideologies, while improved communication
technologies continue to reduce the distance between activists
in one part of the world and environmental concerns elsewhere.
These two trends mean the profile of companies targeted by
environmentalists has expanded to now explicitly include overtly
capitalist enterprises and the geographic area of concern is no
longer limited to the local or regional level.
To watch: 1 November - COP26 in Glasgow. Evidence that
activists are already mobilising support for participation in
protests around the major UN climate change summit has
emerged.
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